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Marian Morton’s study illuminates the historical roots of an emotionally charged contemporary social issue: single motherhood. By tracing the care of unwed mothers in Cleveland and exploring how the changing dynamics of social welfare, religion, and race affected private and public choices, this research enables us to better understand today’s responses to single parenthood.

As demographers chart the rise of single parenthood in the late twentieth century, politicians vigorously debate appropriate methods for discouraging out-of-wedlock births. Appropriately dubbed “bridefare,” these are modifications of the Aid to Dependent Children (AFDC) programs and are designed to encourage marriage and to punish single mothers. Pilot programs in Wisconsin and New Jersey aim to reward AFDC recipients who marry and include financial disincentives for additional out-of-wedlock births. The success of “bridefare” will be judged, at least in part, on whether the programs reduce or delay subsequent pregnancies and on whether they increase the number of two-parent families. These and other programs proposed throughout the country demonstrate a political agenda informed by discussions of particular definitions of “family values.”

Clearly, the single mother today, as in the nineteenth century, evokes a cultural response deeply rooted in our notions of morality, economics, sexuality, health care, and family. In analyzing the experiences of reformers providing maternity services, and in probing the ways race and religion shaped institutions serving what were once termed “unwed mothers,” Morton has given us a vital history of an enduring social condition.

Rima D. Apple
Janet Golden
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